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Abstract

The mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region is dominated globally by dynamics at various scales: planetary waves,

tides, gravity waves, and stratified turbulence. The latter two can co-exist and be significant at horizontal scales less than 500

km, scales that are difficult to measure. This study presents a recently deployed multi-static specular meteor radar system,

SIMONe Peru, which can be used to observe these scales. The radars are positioned at and around the Jicamarca Radio

Observatory, which is located at the magnetic equator. Besides presenting preliminary results of typically reported large scale

features, like the dominant diurnal tide at low latitudes, we show results on selected days of spatially and temporally resolved

winds obtained with two methods based on: (a) estimation of mean wind and their gradients (gradient method), and (b) an

inverse theory with Tikhonov regularization (regularized wind field inversion method). The gradient method allows improved

MLT vertical velocities and, for the first time, low-latitude wind field parameters such as horizontal divergence and relative

vorticity. The regularized wind field inversion method allows the estimation of spatial structure within the observed area and

has the potential to outperform the gradient method, in particular when more detections are available or when fine adaptive

tuning of the regularization factor is done. SIMONe Peru adds important information at low latitudes to currently scarce MLT

continuous observing capabilities. Results contribute to studies of the MLT dynamics at different scales inherently connected

to lower atmospheric forcing and E-region dynamo related ionospheric variability.
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Abstract17

The mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region is dominated globally by dynam-18

ics at various scales: planetary waves, tides, gravity waves, and stratified turbulence. The19

latter two can co-exist and be significant at horizontal scales less than 500 km, scales that20

are difficult to measure. This study presents a recently deployed multi-static specular21

meteor radar system, SIMONe Peru, which can be used to observe these scales. The radars22

are positioned at and around the Jicamarca Radio Observatory, which is located at the23

magnetic equator. Besides presenting preliminary results of typically reported large scale24

features, like the dominant diurnal tide at low latitudes, we show results on selected days25

of spatially and temporally resolved winds obtained with two methods based on: (a) es-26

timation of mean wind and their gradients (gradient method), and (b) an inverse the-27

ory with Tikhonov regularization (regularized wind field inversion method). The gra-28

dient method allows improved MLT vertical velocities and, for the first time, low-latitude29

wind field parameters such as horizontal divergence and relative vorticity. The regular-30

ized wind field inversion method allows the estimation of spatial structure within the ob-31

served area and has the potential to outperform the gradient method, in particular when32

more detections are available or when fine adaptive tuning of the regularization factor33

is done. SIMONe Peru adds important information at low latitudes to currently scarce34

MLT continuous observing capabilities. Results contribute to studies of the MLT dynam-35

ics at different scales inherently connected to lower atmospheric forcing and E-region dy-36

namo related ionospheric variability.37

Plain Language Summary38

The mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region is dominated by neutral wind39

dynamics with structure scales ranging from a few thousands of kilometers down to a40

few kilometers. In this work, we present a new state-of-the-art ground-based radar sys-41

tem using multistatic meteor scattering that allows tomographic studies of MLT wind42

dynamics at scales not possible before. Given the location of the radar network at the43

magnetic equator, its focus is on wind dynamics peculiar to equatorial latitudes. Two44

methods for estimating the mesospheric neutral wind field are used. One takes into ac-45

count wind gradients in addition to mean wind (gradient method). The other estimates46

a spatially resolved wind vector field and uses an additional mathematical constraint that47

produces smooth wind field solutions (regularized wind field inversion method). Using48

the gradient method, the vertical wind estimate is improved. For the first time at MLT49

equatorial latitudes, parameters familiar to meteorologists, such as horizontal divergence50

and relative vorticity are obtained. Measurements from this new system have the po-51

tential to contribute to coupling studies of the atmosphere and the ionosphere at low lat-52

itudes.53

1 Introduction54

The mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region between 60 and 110 km forms55

the boundary between the lower atmosphere and space. This region is dominated by at-56

mospheric dynamics including planetary waves, tides, gravity waves, and stratified tur-57

bulence. The main sources of these dynamics lie mainly in the lower atmosphere. Sim-58

ilarly, neutral dynamics and electrodynamics at higher altitudes can be modified by lo-59

cally generated MLT dynamics or by perturbations propagating from below and inter-60

acting with the MLT region (e.g., Vincent, 2015, and references therein).61

MLT large scale dynamics, either from wind or temperature measurements, have62

been extensively studied in the last two decades with ground- and satellite-based instru-63

ments and with general circulation models (GCMs). There has been significant progress64

in the understanding of these dynamics particularly in their mean flows, planetary waves,65

and tidal parameters (Pancheva & Mukhtarov, 2011; Vincent, 2015). For example, it is66
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well known that semidiurnal tides dominate at mid and high latitudes, while at low lat-67

itudes, diurnal tides are more important (e.g., Smith, 2012).68

In addition to dominant MLT diurnal tides at low latitudes (e.g., Davis et al., 2013),69

other salient MLT large scale dynamics peculiar to low latitudes occur: ultra fast Kelvin70

waves (UFKW) with periods of 3 to 4 days, quasi-two-day waves (QTDW), the meso-71

spheric semiannual oscillation (MSAO), and the mesospheric quasi-biennial enhancement72

(MQBE) (Abdu et al., 2015; Pancheva & Mukhtarov, 2011; Venkateswara Rao, Tsuda,73

Riggin, et al., 2012). Previous observational contributions to these studies from single74

ground-based stations have been focused on providing excellent time coverage, but they75

have lacked spatial (wave number) information. Therefore, single-station ground-based76

observations at low latitudes have usually been complemented with GCMs to complete77

the spatiotemporal picture (e.g., Davis et al., 2013).78

MLT dynamics at low latitudes has been shown to have important influence on iono-79

spheric and thermospheric variability at different scales. For example, large ionospheric80

perturbations have been associated with sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events,81

which are initiated in the winter polar stratosphere but produce global changes (e.g., Pe-82

datella et al., 2018). Additionally, enhanced ionospheric perturbations associated with83

lunar tide enhancement have been observed and modeled at low latitudes (e.g., Chau et84

al., 2009; Goncharenko et al., 2010; Fejer et al., 2010; Pedatella et al., 2012; Chau et al.,85

2012). Similarly, modulations of F-region electron densities around the magnetic equa-86

tor have been attributed to effects of non-migrating diurnal tides (Immel et al., 2006;87

England, 2012). Both of these atmospheric and ionospheric coupling examples at low lat-88

itudes are in turn attributed to an imprinting of MLT dynamics through the so-called89

E-region dynamo. Recently, the NASA Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON) mis-90

sion has started operation to study these and other atmospheric and ionospheric cou-91

pling processes at low latitudes (e.g., Immel et al., 2018).92

Monostatic specular meteor radars (SMRs) have been widely used to study MLT93

dynamics. These radars are able to measure MLT dynamics from 75 to 105 km contin-94

uously by providing horizontal winds averaged on areas of ∼400 km diameter at 1–2 hour95

cadence with 2–4 kilometer altitude resolution. In the case of mid and high latitudes,96

SMRs from different longitudes at selected mid and high latitude bands have been an-97

alyzed together to provide spatial (wavenumber) information on dominant tides and plan-98

etary waves (e.g., Manson et al., 2009; He et al., 2018).99

In this work we present the first results from a multistatic SMR installed at and100

around the Jicamarca Radio Observatory in Peru. This system joins a small list of SMRs101

located at low latitudes, here defined as between ±15◦ latitude (see Venkateswara Rao,102

Tsuda, Riggin, et al., 2012; Davis et al., 2013; Araújo et al., 2014; Rao et al., 2014, for103

references and results of other low latitude SMRs). All of these previous systems have104

operated in a monostatic mode, where transmitter and receivers are co-located. Multi-105

static SMR capabilities from this new system in Peru add considerably to these obser-106

vational capabilities through studies of large scale dynamics in combination with other107

low latitude ground-based radars. In particular, the combination is able to separate space-108

time observational ambiguities, similar to other studies conducted at mid and high lat-109

itudes (Murphy et al., 2006; Manson et al., 2009; He & Chau, 2019).110

A multistatic SMR brings the possibility of more scattering detections and point-111

ing diversity through provision of different viewing angles. The former helps to provide112

standard measurements with better quality, while the latter allows spatial measurements113

of MLT winds within the illuminated area (Stober & Chau, 2015; Chau et al., 2017). Mul-114

tistatic capabilities provide attractive, and straightforward, observational products, in115

particular estimation of the horizontal wind gradients, in a manner similar to previous116

successful studies of the lower atmosphere and thermosphere (e.g., Browning & Wexler,117

1968; Burnside et al., 1981). These horizontal gradients are important for proper esti-118
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mation of several key MLT parameters. For example, using two links (from two closely-119

located monostatic SMRs), Chau et al. (2017) found that the vertical wind estimate is120

contaminated by horizontal divergence if horizontal gradients of the horizontal wind are121

not considered. In addition, they reported the climatology of horizontal divergence and122

relative vorticity in the Arctic MLT region. Using these horizontal divergence estimates,123

Laskar et al. (2017) provided reasonable estimates of mean summer mesospheric verti-124

cal winds, using the mass continuity equation and assuming an anelastic flow, i.e., in-125

compressible and stratified.126

The multistatic SMR results reported here originated in a concept called MMARIA127

(Multi-static, Multi-frequency Agile Investigations of the Atmosphere) (Stober & Chau,128

2015) whose primary goal was to add interferometric receivers located with 60–200 km129

radius from existing transmitters. In this work we have implemented MMARIA through130

a project named SIMONe. SIMONe (Spread Spectrum Interferometric Multistatic me-131

teor radar Observing Network) makes use of coded continuous waves, multiple-input multiple-132

output (MIMO), and compressed sensing concepts (Vierinen et al., 2016; Urco et al., 2018,133

2019). Compared to the original system architecture, SIMONe allows MMARIA imple-134

mentations to be cheaper and more robust, with easier implementation of additional bistatic135

links, as only a single receiver antenna is needed for each bi-static receiver station (e.g.,136

Chau et al., 2019).137

Beyond implementation specifics and inherent horizontal resolution capability of138

MLT winds (e.g., Chau et al., 2017; Stober et al., 2018), multistatic SMRs can be also139

used to improve the estimation of kinetic energy and momentum fluxes at regional scales.140

In particular, analysis can either estimate average values of these quantities in a man-141

ner similar to traditional techniques used in monostatic SMRs (e.g., Hocking, 2005), or142

further analysis can produce important information on spatio-temporal features using143

second-order statistics between detections (e.g., Vierinen et al., 2019). The former re-144

quires subtraction of large scale wind contributions (means and tides) to yield values which145

represent GW contributions (e.g., Andrioli et al., 2013). This approach has been imple-146

mented previously in a bistatic configuration in Australia by Spargo et al. (2019), and147

obtained an increase of precision on momentum flux estimates mainly due to an increased148

number of detections. The latter method of employing second-order statistics between149

detections has been implemented with 24 hours of data in a special campaign that con-150

sisted of fourteen bistatic links in northern Germany. Although momentum fluxes were151

not reported given the relatively short duration of collected data, spatial (3D) and tem-152

poral correlation, structure and spectral functions were obtained as detailed in Vierinen153

et al. (2019).154

As in the case of mid and high latitudes, measurement of GW momentum fluxes155

represents one of the most challenging and needed tasks at low latitudes (e.g., Fritts &156

Alexander, 2003). Not only is this information needed to improve GCMs, but observa-157

tions are furthermore key to understanding different MLT processes. For example, Venkateswara Rao,158

Tsuda, and Kawatani (2012) reported significant correlations between the strength of159

MSAO and short-period GW variances at mesospheric altitudes over Indonesia, suggest-160

ing that GW momentum deposition drives the MSAO. However, GW momentum flux161

measurements are still needed to validate this hypothesis.162

Our system, SIMONe Peru, represents one of the first two operational multistatic163

SMRs with MIMO and spread-spectrum technology. The second system has been installed164

in southern Argentina (SIMONe Argentina). Both system have been running continu-165

ously since October 2019. In this work, besides the system description, we present pre-166

liminary multistatic SMR results with emphasis on neutral winds.167

This study begins by describing in detail a general SIMONe system, followed by168

the specifics of the SIMONe Peru installation. Three methods for obtaining wind fields169

are then presented: (1) homogeneous method; (2) gradient method; and (3) a regular-170
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ized wind field inversion method. MLT wind results for large-scale features are presented171

for the first six months of data, while mesoscale features are shown for selected times in172

section 4. Using the spatial information provided by the multistatic method, our anal-173

ysis places special emphasis on quantifying contamination of vertical wind components174

by horizontal wind divergence if horizontal gradients are not considered. Observations175

of other atmospheric and ionospheric targets are presented and discussed in section 5.176

Finally, a summary of main results and future plans is presented.177

2 System description178

The SIMONe concept was introduced and described by Chau et al. (2019) and later179

used on a special seven-day campaign in northern Germany (e.g., Vierinen et al., 2019).180

In both cases, the concept was implemented using hardware and software prototypes.181

In this section, we describe in detail our most recent SIMONe implementation in gen-182

eral and the specifics of SIMONe Peru. A general architectural description is useful since183

a similar system has also been installed in Argentina (SIMONe Argentina), and two new184

systems will be installed in northern Germany and northern Norway in the near future.185

2.1 A general description of SIMONe186

SIMONe uses modern radar approaches, such as spread spectrum, MIMO, and com-187

pressed sensing, to study the MLT region with a multistatic radar configuration. On trans-188

mission, multiple antennas (e.g. multiple input) are used in an interferometer configu-189

ration of at least five antennas, each of them fed by an independent transmitter. Each190

transmitter uses coded continuous wave (CW) waveforms with a different pseudo-random191

binary code on each transmitter (e.g., Vierinen et al., 2016). To limit inter-station in-192

terference, the seeds of the random number generators producing the codes are carefully193

selected to minimize cross-correlations among all codes194

On reception, a SIMONe station can consist of one antenna or more antennas ar-195

ranged in an interferometer configuration. The former allows the implementation of MISO196

link (i.e., Multiple-Input, Single Output). On the other hand, multiple receive antennas197

allow either a SIMO (Single-Input Multiple Output; one coherent transmit signal) or a198

MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output; multiple coherent transmit signals) link. SIMO199

is the standard configuration of monostatic SMRs, where the angle-of-arrival (AOA) is200

measured, defined as incoming ray angle with respect to the receiver array. In the case201

of a MISO configuration, the angle-of-departure (AOD) is measured as the ray angle with202

respect to the transmitter, while in MIMO configurations, AOAs and AODs are mea-203

sured simultaneously from the same target (e.g., Chau et al., 2019, for more details).204

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the main components of a typical SIMONe sys-205

tem, arranged as transmitter, receiver, and radar signal processing (RSP). On transmis-206

sion, we use 450-W continuous wave (CW) power amplifiers (HPA) manufactured by Hilber-207

ling on each antenna. The digital transmitter unit (DTX) creates HPA driver signals as208

a low-power phase-modulated CW signal that is generated by a software defined radio209

unit, currently implemented as a National Instruments USRP N200 with a BasicTX trans-210

mitter daughter board. DTX units are commanded with modulating signal information211

by a radar signal generator (RSG) inside the transmitter computer. The RGS receives212

user instructions related to waveform, code, baud rate, period, amplitude, and phase.213

The main computer is connected to the internet for remote control functionality, and to214

an uninterrupted power supply (UPS). A Trimble global position system (GPS) receiver215

unit provides a globally coherent 10 MHz reference clock and one pulse-per-second (PPS)216

signal to the DTX for multi-static synchronization, and provides timing information to217

the computer.218
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Figure 1. SIMONe system block diagram: (left) transmitter, (middle) receiver, and (right)

radar signal processing (RSP).

On reception, signals from each antenna are amplified and filtered by an analog front219

end (AFE). The amplified signals are fed into a Digital Receiver (DRX), implemented220

as a National Instruments USRP-N200 with a BasicRX receiver daughter board. Sig-221

nals from two antennas are fed to each DRX. Inside the DRX, the signal is digitized, down-222

converted to in-phase and quadrature components, and decimated. The digital samples223

are stored by the receiving computer in a raw data buffer (RDB) and a raw data archive224

(RDA). Data storage employs MIT Haystack Observatory’s Digital RF coherent RF data225

package (https://github.com/MITHaystack/digital rf), in which each complex RF226

voltage level sample is coherently referenced to the Unix time standard (fractional sec-227

onds since 0000 UTC 1970-01-01) and recorded in Hierarchical Data Format version 5228

(HDF5) with tagged metadata. The RDB stores up to one hour of data in ring-buffer229

configuration and is used for real-time processing and monitoring. The RDA stores up230

to 14 days of data in ring-buffer configuration and this deeper buffer is used for off-line231

routine analysis or externally triggered processing of special events (e.g., bolides). The232

receiving computer is connected to the internet for remote control and data transfer. As233

in the case of the transmitter, a Trimble GPS receiver unit provides a globally coherent234

10 MHz reference clock and 1 PPS to the USRP-N200, and timing information to the235

computer. The precision of the 1 PPS edge is less than 25 ns, while the frequency jit-236

ter of the reference clock is a fraction of 1 Hz, providing SIMONe with excellent range237

synchronization and Doppler capability.238

The receiver and transmitter computers run a Linux operating system (Ubuntu dis-239

tribution). Internet connection depends on system location, but is flexible. For exam-240

ple, we have used a combination of wired internet service provider with either dynamic241

or static IP address, as well as wireless internet using an available cellular phone com-242

pany.243

The radar signal processing (RSP) modules have been developed in the Python com-244

puting language and are run on the receiving computer. Incoming digital complex sam-245

ples are decoded using the compressed sensing approach developed by Urco et al. (2019).246

Specifically, signals are decoded using a sparse model with a combination of matched fil-247

ter, inverse filter, and least square fitting, and yield the signal from each transmitter on248

each receiver. Combinatorics indicate that in the case of a typical MISO configuration249

(five transmitters and one receiver with two polarizations) ten complex signals are ob-250

tained. Fifty complex signals are obtained in the case of a MIMO configuration consist-251

ing of five transmitters and five receivers with two polarizations each. The decoded sig-252
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nals are incoherently combined to detect echoes, and the decoded signals are stored. The253

received complex signals of the two linear polarizations are coherently combined taking254

into account their polarization angle. This operation allows us to use all the available255

power on reception, since the received signals are in general elliptically polarized depend-256

ing on the bistatic geometry, the orientation, and location of the echoes. After coher-257

ent combination, auto and cross correlations are estimated to determine Doppler shift,258

correlation time, amplitudes, and interferometric phases using fitting approaches (pa-259

rameter estimation). Depending on the goodness of fit and the characteristics of the de-260

tected echoes, events are selected and identified for further processing. The parameters261

of identified events and geometry calculations, assuming the system is phase calibrated,262

for each link are recorded on site and sent via internet to a central server. Separate sys-263

tem phase calibration is performed. Geometry calculations take into account the Earth’s264

curvature and produce estimates of the latitude, longitude, altitude, and Bragg wave vec-265

tor (see below) for each identified event. On-site, mean winds are estimated, visualized266

and stored for monitoring and quality control purposes.267

2.2 Peru deployment268

The SIMONe Peru system is a specific implemention of the SIMONe concept, and269

currently consists of one transmitter site located at the Jicamarca Radio Observatory270

(JRO) (11.95◦S, 76.87◦W, 540.55 m) and five receiver stations located between 30 and271

180 km from JRO. The operating frequency is 32.55 MHz. The transmitter site is com-272

posed of five linearly-polarized two-element Yagi antennas, with the elements aligned in273

the East-West direction, located at positions (x, y, z): (11.71, -15.8, 0), (18.428, 6.345,274

0.436), (-0.48, 19.58, 0.15), (-18.64, 5.66, -0.67), (-11.2, -16.067, -0.732), respectively, in275

meters with respect to the center of the array. Note that the interferometry configura-276

tion is a pentagon and all the antennas are not on plane, i.e., z is not zero for all the an-277

tennas. The use of a pentagon configuration in interferometric SMRs has been discussed278

by Younger and Reid (2017) and Chau and Clahsen (2019). Point-spread functions of279

pentagon configured multistatic SMRs show sidelobes with lower amplitude, more an-280

gular separation and better symmetry than those obtained with the Jones configuration281

that is used in most monostatic SMRs (e.g., Jones et al., 1998).282

Each receiver site consists of one cross-polarized two-element Yagi antenna, where283

each linear polarization is received independently. A list of the receiver sites, their lo-284

cation and time of operations between September 2019 and April 2020 is given in Ta-285

ble 1. Although our current system consist of only five receiver units, during this time286

period we have located them at more sites due to: (a) logistical issues (e.g., unexpected287

electromagnetic interference), and (b) exploration of potential sites for future campaigns288

with more receiving stations.289

Since the transmitter site uses multiple transmitters (five) and each receiver site290

uses only one receiver antenna, the current version of SIMONe Peru therefore operates291

in a MISO configuration. Each transmitter uses a different pseudo-random code of 1000292

bauds with baud length of 10 µs, so the waveform sequence is repeated at 10 ms inter-293

vals, providing an unambiguous total range of 3000 km.294

An example of typical detections over the JRO-Azpitia bistatic link is shown in the295

supplemental material (Figure S1). Besides the specular meteor echoes, which are the296

main focus of SIMONe Peru, other echoes are also noted with strong radar cross sections.297

In Figure S1, the strong echoes slightly above 200 km around 1800 UT are due to day-298

time equatorial electrojet field-aligned irregularities (e.g., Farley, 2009). Examples of other299

echoes are presented and discussed in section 5.300

The parameter files of each station are quality-controlled by processing at our home301

institute in Germany. Since the cross-correlations of all interferometric pairs are recorded302

for each identified event, the empirical phase calibration algorithm of Chau and Clah-303
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Figure 2. Example of parameters obtained after combining five SIMONe Peru links: (a) 2D

histogram of detections on latitude vs longitude axes, (b) altitude distributions across all links,

(c) altitude distribution of each link, (d) 2D histogram altitude vs inverse decay time, (e) mean

zonal winds, (f) mean meridional winds, and (g) counts per hour for each bistatic link.

sen (2019) is applied where needed and a new parameter file with recalculated geome-304

try is generated. In practice, we have only found it necessary to use empirical phase cal-305

ibration during initial installation and checkout activities. Since then, the system are hard-306

ware calibrated and exhibit long term stability using periodic manual checks. Motivated307

by the detection of strong daytime EEJ echoes and concerns about their effect on core308

MLT processing, we implemented additional quality control measures through use of the309

clustering algorithm DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) to find clusters of echoes along indi-310

vidual range, time and angle axes and remove them. The process is robust to the SMR311

application because specular meteor echoes are not expected to be clustered in all three312

variables. After the DBSCAN based quality control process, the files of all links are com-313

bined into a meta-structure known as a multilink file. Figure 2 shows an example of a314

few days of observations in December 2019 after combining the five links. These files are315

stored in our database and used in the results presented below.316

In Figure 3 we show a map with all SIMONe Peru stations between October 2019317

and April 2020, where blue represents the transmitter station. The receiving stations are318

represented by: green (currently running), yellow (waiting to resume operations), red (tested319

but currently not in operation). The right panel shows a summary of operations dur-320

ing the first six months: (top) normalized counts color coded by links, and (bottom) av-321

erage total daily count for each month. The links with the most meteor detections are322

JRO-Azpitia and JRO-Ancon. Seasonally, December is the month with most events (more323

than 40,000 per day). Note that in January, the JRO-Ancon link shows significantly fewer324

counts than December and February due to a site problem with electricity and internet325

during that month.326

3 Wind processing327

The phase of the received complex voltage at receiving antenna m due to a meteor328

echo located in the far field and illuminated by transmitter p, i.e., phase of Vmp, is:329

φmp = −(ki − ks) · ut− ki ·Rp − ks ·Rm (1)
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(b) Monthly count statistics(a) SIMONe Peru stations

Figure 3. (a) Map showing SIMONe Peru stations: transmitter in blue and receiving stations

in green, yellow and green representing running, waiting to resume operations, and tested but

not running, respectively. (b) Count statistics between October 2019 and March 2020 for each

month. The top graph shows the detections in percentage color coded for each link, the bottom

histogram shows the average total daily counts for each month.

where Rp is the vector location of the meteor with respect to p, and Rm is the vector330

of receiver m with respect to the meteor; ki = kRp/|Rp| and ks = kRm/|Rm| are331

the incident and scattered wavevectors, k = 2π/λ, λ is the radar wavelength, and u =332

(u, v, w) is the wind velocity vector that advects the meteor trail. The zonal (u), merid-333

ional (v) and vertical (w) components of the wind are positive to the east, north and up,334

respectively.335

Given these definitions, the phase of the cross-correlation of voltages due to trans-336

mitters p and q of signals at receiver m evaluated at time lag τ (i.e., phase of Vmp(t+337

τ)V ∗
mq(t)), is given by338

φmp,mq(τ) = −(ki − ks) · uτ − ki ·Rp − ks ·Rm + ki ·Rq + ks ·Rm

= kB · uτ + ki ·∆rpq (2)

where kB = ks − ki is the Bragg vector, Rp −Rq = −∆rpq, ∆rpq = rp − rq, and rp339

and rq are the vector positions of transmitting antennas p and q respect to a common340

reference, respectively.341

Inspecting equation (2), interferometric information ki can be obtained from the342

cross-correlation at τ = 0 for all 10 different interferometric pairs. The overall solution343

is obtained with a combination of beamforming and least square fitting (e.g., Chau &344

Clahsen, 2019, for details). The Doppler information (fd) can be obtained from the auto-345

correlation at different temporal lags. The magnitude of Ri is obtained from the total346

range information, the vector difference between the receiver and transmitter positions,347

and ki (e.g., Stober & Chau, 2015, equation (1)). Note that in MISO configurations one348

measures the angle of departure (AOD or in our case ki), while in more traditional SIMO349

systems (single transmitter, multiple receivers), the measured quantity is the angle of350

arrival (AOA, or ks).351

Traditionally MLT wind products from SMRs have been obtained from a straight-352

forward binning of meteor detections in altitude (z) and time (t) with resolutions ∆h353

and ∆t, respectively. Then a mean u0(z, t) = (u0(z, t), v0(z, t), w0(z, t)) was obtained354

by solving Nm(t, z) sets of equations as355

kBi · u0(z, t) = 2πfdi (3)

where kBi and fdi are the Bragg vector and Doppler shift of detection i in the Nm(t, z)356

set. The solution of this method is assumed to represent an average of the true wind field357
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over the horizontal region sample. Equivalently, the wind field is assumed homogeneous358

over the sampled region. The solution under these assumption is obtained using a dou-359

bly iterated weighted least square fitting approach. In the first fitting, the Doppler un-360

certainties are used as weights, while in the second run detections with differences more361

than three times the standard deviation are not considered, and the absolute differences362

are used as weights. The latter is implemented to propagate uncertainties to u0 consid-363

ering not only the uncertainties in Doppler estimation, but also geophysical variability.364

The estimates using equation (3) are labeled below as M1 (method 1 or homogeneous).365

The homogeneous method estimates mean winds within the radar illuminated area366

of ∼400 km diameter, and has been employed for many decades to study large-scale dy-367

namics of MLT winds (i.e., planetary waves, and tides), either using single SMR stations368

(e.g., Hoffmann et al., 2007) or using multiple SMR stations to get wavenumber infor-369

mation (e.g., Manson et al., 2009; He & Chau, 2019). However, wind dynamics with smaller370

scales (time scales less than a few hours, horizontal scales less than 400 km, and verti-371

cal scales less than four kilometers) are expected to be filtered out with M1.372

In this study, we take advantage of additional multistatic count statistics and more373

importantly the multistatic geometry’s inherent provision of different viewing angles to374

implement two other new methods yielding wind fields with horizontal information: (a)375

a gradient method (M2), and (b) a method that uses inverse theory (M3).376

3.1 Gradient method377

In the gradient method, the wind field inside the observed volume is approximated378

by its first-order Taylor expansion terms, i.e.,379

u(x, y, z, t) ≈ u0 +
du

dx
(x− x0)

du

dy
(y − y0) +

du

dz
(z − z0)

≈ u0 + ux(x− x0) + uy(y − y0) + uz(z − z0) (4)

where (x0, y0, z0) is a reference point, (x, y, z) is the location where the velocity is eval-380

uated, and381

ux = (du/dx, dv/dx, dw/dx)

uy = (du/dy, dv/dy, dw/dy)

uz = (du/dz, dv/dz, dw/dz)

The positions (x, y, z) are calculated in kilometers taking into account latitude, longi-382

tude, and altitude of each detection and the Earth’s radius at the reference point. The383

gradient approximation in spherical coordinates can be found in appendix A of Chau et384

al. (2017).385

Using u(x, y, z, t) from equation (4) in equation (3) instead of u0(z, t), the mean386

values (u0, v0, w0) and the gradients of the horizontal wind components (ux, uy, uz, vz, vy, vz)387

are obtained from solving the set of Nm(t, z) equations388

kBi · u(x, y, z, t) = 2πfdi (5)

As in the case of M1, the solutions are found using a doubly iterated weighted least square389

fitting. However, note that in the multistatic case we fit for nine parameters instead of390

three, so more detections than for M1 are required. In this work we have not fitted for391

the gradients of w, i.e., dw/dx, dw/dy, dw/dz, but this can be done in future work.392

Similar gradient analysis approaches have been applied in the lower atmosphere393

(e.g., Browning & Wexler, 1968; Waldteufel & Corbin, 1979) and thermosphere (e.g., Conde394

& Smith, 1998; Meriwether et al., 2008). However, since most of these previous efforts395

were applied to monostatic systems, the relative vorticity (see below) was not measured396
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directly. Instead, this parameter was usually derived assuming local time and longitude397

were interchangeable (e.g., Burnside et al., 1981).398

Following meteorological terminology (e.g., Wallace & Hobbs, 2006, Chapter 7),399

the horizontal gradient terms of the horizontal components can be combined to obtain400

∇H · u = ux + vy Horizontal divergence (6)

ζ = vx − uy Relative vorticity (7)

Stretching deformation = ux − vy (8)

Shearing deformation = vx + uy (9)

We have implemented expressions for horizontal divergence and relative vorticity that401

take into account the latitude information (see e.g., Chau et al., 2017, equations (A15)402

and (A16), respectively). Due to the SIMONe Peru low latitude location (12◦S), the re-403

sults do not vary much as a function of latitude, so this information is not included.404

We note that M2 improves on M1 analysis by providing spatial information of the405

wind field inside the observed volume. However, small structures would be smoothed out,406

as this information would be in the second and higher order terms if Taylor expansion407

was further extended. In addition, M2 approaches can introduce artificial structure, and408

is particularly true for regions with few or noisy measurements.409

3.2 Regularized wind field inversion method410

In order to explore smaller spatial scales that could be filtered out in M2 (see pre-411

vious) and to avoid generation of artificial structures due to noisy measurements, in this412

work we have implemented a third approach (M3). M3 is an extension of the Harding413

et al. (2015) method, which was previously applied to a network of Fabry-Perot Inter-414

ferometers to measure thermospheric wind fields. This technique uses inverse theory to415

find the smoothest field that matches the measurements to within their average uncer-416

tainties, instead of assuming an a priori functional form of the wind field. In this study’s417

context, we solve a set of equations given by equation (5) where the unknown quanti-418

ties are the values of the wind on every pixel in a high resolution grid. Regularization419

is needed since without it the problem is vastly under-determined and therefore unsta-420

ble, as there are more unknowns than measurements.421

Written in an optimization problem and following the nomenclature of Harding et422

al. (2015), the problem reduces to423

minimize r(ū)

(10)

such that ‖Σ−1/2(Aū− d̄)‖22 ≤ ε

where ū is the vector of wind components at each gridded point (xj , yj , zj), A is the ma-424

trix containing the corresponding components of Bragg vector (kBi), d̄ is the vector con-425

taining the Doppler measurements (i.e., 2πfdi), ‖·‖22 is the vector 2-norm, Σ is the mea-426

surement covariance matrix, ε is a tuning parameter, and r(ū) is a scalar-valued non-427

negative function that measures the roughness of the wind field. In this work we have428

considered only a curvature regularization setting r(ū) = ‖Cū‖22 (e.g., Harding et al.,429

2015, equations 6, 7, and 8). Similar curvature operators have been used in other phys-430

ically appropriate applications that estimate vector fields (e.g., Hysell et al., 2014; Nicolls431

et al., 2014; Stober et al., 2018). Other regularization conditions are also possible, e.g.,432

the gradient regularization used by Harding et al. (2015), but given the large quantity433

of data offered by meteor radar systems, we chose a conservative approach (see below).434

Then the minimization problem becomes435

minimize ‖Σ−1/2(Aū− d̄)‖22 + λ0‖Cū‖22 (11)
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taking the form of a Tikhonov regularization. Solving equation (11) analytically (Aster436

et al., 2013), the solution ū∗ is437

ū∗ = [AT Σ−1A+ λ0C
TC]−1AT Σ−1d̄ (12)

which can be computed using sparse matrix routines (e.g. “spsolve” from the Python438

“scipy” linear algebra package). More details and discussion on the implementation can439

be found in Harding et al. (2015).440

Although the original implementation of Harding et al. (2015) was implemented441

at a single altitude, the extension to SIMONe data is trivial, since similar to M1 and M2,442

the input data is already binned into different altitudes and times. To keep some smooth-443

ness in time, equation (12) has been solved for overlapping times. In the examples pre-444

sented in this work, ū∗ has been obtained using meteor detections in a time interval of445

∆t = 30 minutes, but solutions are obtained on a 15 minute time cadence with spa-446

tial resolutions ∆z,∆x,∆y at 2, 20, and 20 km, respectively. In altitude, a Gaussian weight-447

ing function with σ = ∆z/2 around the desired altitude ±3∆z/2 has been applied.448

As in any Tikhonov regularization problem, there is no single formula for selection449

of the optimal value of λ0. In our case, we have first estimated λ0 empirically using a450

generalized cross validation (GCV) approach using a few hours of data (e.g., Fenu et al.,451

2016) and then selected its median value for the examples shown in this work. In the larger452

context of an operational system, however, not only is using a GCV approach compu-453

tationally expensive, but more importantly there is a huge variability in the λ0 selection454

that results. Such variability is particularly problematic for our multistatic SMR sys-455

tems, since the number of counts and diversity of Bragg vectors vary widely as function456

of time of the day. For example, the minimum counts occur around 2300 UT every day457

(see Figure 2).458

For this work, we have preferred to take a conservative approach and use a median459

value (λ0 = 1000) for all times and altitudes. This implies an intrinsic filtering (smooth-460

ing) of small scales that could be otherwise resolved using information embedded in the461

input data with a different regularization constraint value. Future efforts will concen-462

trate on analysis with smaller λ0 for appropriate selected times, as well as the extension463

of M3 to a fully 3D solution, instead of a 2D solution for selected altitude bins.464

4 Wind results465

In this section we present the preliminary MLT wind results obtained with SIMONe466

Peru using the analysis methods of section 3). We begin with examples of derived pa-467

rameters using M1 and M2, then we show results of large scale features from M2 esti-468

mates, followed by examples of small scale features obtained with M3.469

4.1 Mean winds and gradients of the horizontal wind470

In all SMRs, the main products are mean horizontal winds obtained with M1 ap-471

proaches. In Figure 4, we present seven days of mean winds obtained with M1 and M2472

between December 9 and 16, 2019. The left/right column shows the zonal, meridional473

and vertical components of M1/M2. Both estimates have been obtained with one-hour474

and two-kilometer bins, and five-minute and 500-m sampling. From a simple visual in-475

spection (and also from a point-to-point correlation not shown here), the zonal and merid-476

ional mean estimates with M1 and M2 are in excellent agreement. Both components show477

a typically expected dominant diurnal behavior with variability over time scales of a few478

days.479

On the other hand, the mean vertical wind components produced by M1 and M2480

are not in good agreement. However, both show relative large variability of a few me-481

ters per second.482
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Figure 4. Mean 3D winds between December 9 and 16, 2019 obtained with: (left) homo-

geneous method (M1) and (b) gradient method (M2), in both cases using one hour and two

kilometer bins.

Before discussing the discrepancies in vertical components, we show the gradient483

information of the horizontal components in Figure 5 using the same data, resolution and484

sampling used in Figure 4, i.e., (a) uz, (b) Horizontal divergence (∇H ·u), (c) Stretch-485

ing deformation, (d) vz, (e) relative vortićıty (ζ), and (f) shear deformation. In all six486

parameters the units are ms −1km−1.487

All six parameters show large temporal and altitude variability with a dominant488

diurnal behavior. Features include (a) a large negative vertical gradient in the zonal com-489

ponent (uz), accompanied by large positive shear deformation around December 13, and490

(b) a 24-hour period large oscillation in the horizontal divergence around December 12.491

The variability and magnitudes of these parameters, in particular estimates of horizon-492

tal gradients, are much larger and clearer than those reported over northern Norway (69◦N)493

(e.g., Chau et al., 2017, Figure 4). A direct comparison is not relevant, since the lati-494

tudes and seasons are different, but we note that it is striking to see such variability over495

the equatorial Peru region.496

Again from a visual inspection, we qualitatively find following Chau et al. (2017)497

that structures in the horizontal divergence (Figure 5b) resemble the structures in M1498

vertical component (Figure 4c). This indicates that vertical velocities obtained with M1,499

at least over relative larger areas, are significantly contaminated by horizontal divergence500

as also found by Chau et al. (2017).501

To get a more quantitative idea of vertical component correlations, in Figure 6 we502

show three 2D histograms using results between 82 and 92 km from Figures 4 and 5. Specif-503

ically, these show: (a) w (M1) vs w (M2), (b) Horizontal divergence vs. w (M2), and (c)504

Horizontal divergence vs. w (M1). The highest significant correlation is found, as expected,505
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Figure 5. Derived components of horizontal winds with the gradient method (M2): (a) zonal

wind vertical gradient, (b) Horizontal divergence, (c) stretching deformation, (d) meridional wind

vertical gradient, (e) relative vorticity (ζ), (f) shear deformation, using the same period and

sampling as in Figure 4.
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between the horizontal divergence and w (M1), with a Pearson correlation coefficient of506

0.64. If instead estimates obtained with four-hour and four-kilometer bins are used, the507

correlation coefficient is 0.78 (results not shown here). This indicates that the observed508

correlation between horizontal divergence and w is mainly due to structures with medium509

spatial (a few hundred of kilometers in the horizontal and more than 4 km in the ver-510

tical) and temporal (more than four hours) scales.511
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Figure 6. 2D histograms of vertical velocity estimates and horizontal divergence using the

results between 82 and 92 km shown in Figures 4 and 5: (a) vertical estimates using M1 and M2,

(b) vertical estimates using M2 (Figure 4f) and horizontal divergence (Figure 5b), and (c) verti-

cal estimates using M1 (Figure 4c) and horizontal divergence. The Pearson correlation coefficient

is indicated for each plot.

We have also estimated M2 parameters using four-hour and four-kilometer time-512

altitude bins. The results are included in the supplemental material in Figures S2 and513

S3, for the mean winds and gradients, respectively. These estimates represent detailed514

observations of the dynamics of large-scale processes.515

4.2 Large-scales temporal features516

In this section, we present an overview of large scale wind features that have been517

obtained with SIMONe Peru between October 2019 and March 2020. Note that although518

the results are not unique to multistatic configurations, our results confirm that mean519

horizontal wind components, in this case obtained with M2, are also useful for studies520

of large scale features.521

Figure 7 shows 4-day averaged zonal and meridional winds and the total amplitudes522

of waves with selected key periods of 48, 24, 12, 12.42, and 8 hours, corresponding to the523

quasi-two day, diurnal, semidiurnal, quasi-lunar, and terdiurnal components, respectively.524

All of them have been obtained using a 21-day running window and a least-square fit-525

ting approach similar to the one used by Sandford et al. (2006). The selection of a 21-526

day window has been done to separate the quasi-lunar (12.42 h) and the semidiurnal (12527

h) components. Both of these components were previously observed to have large am-528

plitudes in the northern hemisphere MLT altitudes at both mid and high latitudes, par-529

ticularly between January and February months (e.g., Chau et al., 2015; He & Chau, 2019).530

The salient features in Figure 7 are: (a) strong planetary wave activity (with pe-531

riods of a few days) in the mean zonal and meridional winds, (b) quasi-two day and di-532

urnal components present the largest amplitudes, (c) quasi-lunar and terdiurnal com-533

ponents present the smallest amplitudes. In the case of quasi-two-day and diurnal com-534

ponents, the largest amplitudes are observed in the meridional component. These results535
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Figure 7. Mean horizontal winds and selected waves components between October 2019 and

March 2020: (a) mean zonal wind, (b) mean meridional wind, (c) quasi two-day wave, (d) total

diurnal tide, (e) total semidiurnal tide, (f) quasi-lunar tide, and (g) total 8 hour components. In

the case of the wave components, the total magnitude is shown, i.e.,
√
u2
T + v2T . The mean zonal

and meridional winds have been obtained with a 4-day running window, while the wave compo-

nents used a 21-day running window (see text for details). Data gaps are shown with vertical

yellow and dark blue narrow rectangles. Data gaps are shown with vertical yellow and dark blue

narrow rectangles.
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are in good agreement with previous low-latitude MLT studies (e.g., Rajaram & Gurubaran,536

1998; Davis et al., 2013; Araújo et al., 2014).537

4.3 Small-scales538

Figure 5 already shows the benefits of SIMONe Peru’s multistatic approach and539

analysis by providing horizontal information within the observed area, in the form of hor-540

izontal divergence, relative vorticity, deformation (stretching and shearing). In this sec-541

tion, we further extend and improve this horizontal information by implementing M3 from542

section 3.2 as the regularized inversion of Harding et al. (2015).543

Figure 8 shows M3 resultant mean wind fields at three selected altitudes: 85, 89,544

and 93 km. The first row shows the wind fields obtained with the gradient-based M2 method,545

but using four-hour and four-kilometer time-altitude bins, to preserve representation of546

medium and large scale features in structures with periods larger than 4 hours. The di-547

rection and magnitude are indicated with arrows. The arrows are color coded in green548

tones to help its visualization (upper right color bar). The contour gray lines indicate549

the normalized meteor counts used in the inversion while the colored background indi-550

cate the mean vertical velocity w(M2) (middle color bar). The large black arrow cor-551

responds to the mean horizontal wind using M2, i.e., (u0, v0), where 50 km represents552

50 m/s. This mean vector and the contour gray lines are repeated in the lower two rows.553

The second row shows the wind fields obtained with M3 (regularized inversion),554

color coded as in the first row (upper color bar). This time the colored contours show555

w obtained with M3 (middle colorbar). The M3 estimates have been obtained with res-556

olutions of ∆z = 2 km, ∆x = ∆y = 20 km, and ∆t = 30 minutes. To avoid showing557

data with small counts and relative large zenith angles, only estimates with enough counts558

and within 120 km horizontal radius over the transmitter station, are shown. Note that559

most estimates at large zenith angles suffer from precision issues and from poor Bragg560

vector diversity. The precision issue is a well known feature of SMR with interferome-561

try, where the zenith angle precision decreases with zenith angle, and therefore there is562

a large uncertainty on altitude as cited by previous studies (Holdsworth, 2005; Hocking,563

2018; Vaudrin et al., 2018). The poor vector diversity issue reduces to an equivalent ob-564

servation of those regions with a monostatic system.565

In general, results show a reasonable agreement between M2 and M3 horizontal com-566

ponents. Differences are expected due to different averaging and to different conceptual567

implementation. In particular, in M2 we use a functional form that smooths small fea-568

tures, while in M3 the inversion algorithm implements smoothness regularization. In the569

former, one can control the amount of regularization by adjusting λ0. As a reminder, these570

results have been obtained with a conservative regularization value, independent of the571

underlying data’s number of counts or Bragg vector diversity (see above).572

In the third row, we show the M3 estimates but with the mean values from M2 sub-573

tracted, through subtracting the (u0, v0, w0) M2 value. Recall that these mean values574

are obtained with a four-hour and four-kilometer bin, which allows subtraction of large575

scale features. In this plot row, the vectors of the horizontal wind are color-coded with576

the lower left color bar. The visualization attempts to remove large scale features such577

as tides or waves with periods greater than 4 hours that are contained in M2 estimates,578

yielding a representation of smaller scales. From examining the vertical velocity color579

contours, spatial structures of 100 km or so are evident. In the case of the horizontal wind580

vector, results show a mix of different flow configurations at the three altitudes: shear581

flow with curvatures, small vortices, convergent flows, and related structures.582

Although we are confident of the general good performance of our regularized in-583

version approach, we emphasize that the approach taken here remains conservative and584
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Figure 8. Wind estimates for selected heights on December 12th, 2019 at 0730: (first column)

85 km, (second column) 89 km, and (third column) 93 km. The first row shows the horizontal

wind field obtained with the gradient method (M2) using four-hour and four-kilometer bins; the

second row shows the horizontal wind field obtained with a regularized inversion (M3); and the

third row shows the wind field difference between the values in the second row and the mean hor-

izontal wind (M2) indicated in all panels with a black arrow. In all cases the normalized meteor

counts are indicated as gray contour lines, while the color contour represent the vertical com-

ponent from M2 (first row), M3 (second row), and M3-M2 (third row). The color bars for the

arrows representing vector fields are located to the right of each row (see text for more details).
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does not in particular assert that the M3 approach is necessarily superior in all situa-585

tions.586

For further information on results obtained with the M3 approach, the supplemen-587

tal material includes a movie of wind field frames obtained every 15 minutes between De-588

cember 11 and 13, 2019. We have selected this time period due to: (a) good coverage589

with all five receiving stations (Figure 2), (b) diurnal tide amplitude that is smaller at590

the upper altitudes (Figure 7), and (c) large localized variability in derived parameters591

from horizontal gradients of the horizontal wind components (Figure 5). In general, the592

observed features in the third row supplemental plots appear to be of geophysical na-593

ture in all three components. However, clear examples of questionable results are observed594

around 2300 UT, when the meteor count statistics are relatively smaller (Figure 2).595

5 Non-wind results596

Although the focus of this study is primarily on MLT winds, we briefly show in this597

section that SIMONe Peru is also able to detect other echoes with relatively large radar598

cross sections. One of the obvious application targets are airplanes (not shown here) that599

in pulsed systems could be range aliased due to radar ambiguity issues. In our case, the600

coded-CW implementation inherently provides very clean range-Doppler ambiguity char-601

acteristics, and our effective maximum unambiguous total range in our standard anal-602

ysis is 6000 km.603

Other low-latitude geophysical echoes with strong cross-sections that are routinely604

observed with SIMONe Peru include: (a) daytime EEJ echoes (e.g., Farley, 2009), (b)605

nighttime EEJ echoes (e.g., Hysell & Chau, 2002), (c) non-specular meteor echoes (Chapin606

& Kudeki, 1994), and (d) strong meteor-head echoes (e.g., Chau & Woodman, 2004).607

Figure 9 shows a range-time intensity (RTI) and spectrogram of decoded signals (inco-608

herently integrated among interferometric channels) taken on April 16 at 01:01:48 UT609

with the JRO-Azpitia link. Besides some specular meteor echoes employed for MLT wind610

observations, we observed: (a) nighttime EEJ echoes around 240 km, accompanied by611

a narrow spectra centered at zero frequency, (b) a long-lasting non-specular meteor trail612

around 460 km lasting for more than one minute, with different Doppler shifts depend-613

ing on total range (negative at closer range, positive at further ranges), and (c) shorter-614

lived non-specular echoes at different ranges and times.615

Strong non-specular echoes observed at relatively small zenith angles (< 20◦) can616

also be employed to derive MLT wind profiles (e.g., Oppenheim et al., 2009). Similarly,617

wide beam observations of daytime and night EEJ echoes can be routinely obtained over618

the middle point of each link. The current SIMONe Peru configuration would allow these619

observations simultaneously over five different locations, enabling studies of spatial EEJ620

diversity.621

The non-specular echoes, particularly those with strong and long-lasting features,622

can be also used to determine the atmospheric entry location of the bolide that gener-623

ates the echoes, and perhaps even its trajectory when they are observed with multiple624

views at relative small zenith angles (< 20◦). Figure 10 shows a zoomed version of the625

long-lasting event showed in Figure 9 with JRO-Azpitia, but also the RTIs with JRO-626

Huancayo and JRO-Santa Rosa. Note that echoes are weaker in the JRO-Santa Rosa627

link not for geophysical reasons but due to a failure in the front-ends (AFEs) of one of628

the linearly polarized receiving channel. Using the total range information provided by629

these three links, we were able to estimate the entry point of the bolide that created the630

echoes as 14.1808◦S, 76.8774◦W, 96654 m. These location is in excellent agreement with631

visual observations.632

These events have been obtained directly from the raw data files using only the read-633

ing and decoding blocks, and therefore have not been processed with our routine RSP.634
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Figure 9. (left) Range time intensity (RTI) and (right) spectrogram for a selected period of

140 seconds on April 16 01:01:48 UT obtained with the JRO-Azpitia link. Besides the sporadic

specular meteor echoes, non-specular meteor echoes are observed above 450 km lasting more than

a minute and nightime EEJ echoes are observed around 230-250 km.
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Figure 10. RTI of the strong non-specular echo shown in Figure 9, but over three bistatic

links: JRO-Azpitia, JRO-Huancayo, and JRO-Santa Rosa.
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Once the signals are decoded, the rest of the analysis is similar to pulse-pulse analysis635

used in many coherent radars, like the so-called Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere636

(MST) radars (Woodman & Guillén, 1974). In principle, one would need to add new de-637

tection and estimation boxes to work in parallel to our routine RSP, but this is straight-638

forward due to the SIMONe architecture.639

Probing further yields several interesting features of this bolide event. We used a640

special range-Doppler matched filter analysis to treat the length of each baud as the ef-641

fective IPP (i.e., 10 µs). Through subsequent use of matched filter decoding (1000 bauds),642

we were then also able to detect the meteor-head echo created by the ablating plasma643

in front of the bolide as having radial velocity close 6 km/s (1.2 kHz/s spectral motion).644

The output of the range-Doppler matched filter bank analysis, providing echo power as645

a function of time and range is shown in Figure 11. In this figure, the head echo corre-646

sponding to the plasma surrounding the ablating meteoroid is visible moving from 470647

to 460 km distance near 01:02:11 UTC, followed by the longer lived trail echoes formed648

after the pass of the meteoroid shown in Figure 10. Figure 12 shows further analysis from649

this data producing estimated range and range-rate for the head echo. This analysis, al-650

though computationally intensive, is useful to avoid range and frequency ambiguities.651

This approach has a maximum unambiguous range which remains at 6000 km, with range-652

aliasing converted into an increase of flat noise by the pseudo random nature of the code,653

and an unaliased Doppler extent of ±230 km/s (Nyquist frequency = 50 kHz). We note654

that a very similar approach has been applied successfully to E region plasma irregular-655

ity studies using the radar aurora system called ICEBEAR (e.g., Huyghebaert et al., 2019).656

Figure 11. Range-Doppler matched filterbank output for the Peru bolide.

6 Concluding Remarks657

We have shown in this paper that SIMONe Peru has been successfully implemented658

for studies of MLT dynamics at low latitudes at different scales. The typical large scale659

features studied with monostatic SMRs are clearly observed with the system. However,660

since the horizontal scales of these features are much larger than the observed area, new661
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Figure 12. Range and Doppler shift estimated for the bolide head echo. Note that the times

are indicated in minutes (mm) and seconds(ss), i.e., mm:ss with respect to April 16th 2020 01

hour.

and exciting contributions at these scales can be provided by future coordinated obser-662

vations that complement SIMONe Peru measurements with other existing ground-based663

radars (like those from Brazil, India, Indonesia) (Rajaram & Gurubaran, 1998; Araújo664

et al., 2014; Rao et al., 2014). These coordinated observations have considerable poten-665

tial for separation of the space-time features of tides and planetary waves, similar to He666

and Chau (2019).667

In the case of medium scales, one of the direct contributions of multistatic systems668

such as SIMONe Peru lies in improved estimation of the vertical velocity when using rel-669

ative large areas, by estimating the horizontal gradients of the horizontal wind, i.e., w670

(M2). If the number of detections are sufficient, vertical velocities with less horizontal671

divergence contamination can be estimated when smaller areas are used. This narrow672

region approach has been implemented to study the vertical velocities of planetary waves673

at times of maximum meteor counts occurring only a few hours per day (e.g., Babu et674

al., 2012; Egito et al., 2016). We have implemented such approach using an area with675

40 km radius, and indeed the resulting w (M1) and w (M2) estimates are in excellent676

agreement (results not shown here). Future work will provide focused study of vertical677

velocities obtained with M2 and M3 and their observed large variability and relative large678

amplitudes, leading to implications for the dynamics and electrodynamics of the equa-679

torial MLT and the E-region dynamo regions.680

With the gradient method (M2), we are now able to characterize wind fields over681

the observed area with nine parameters instead of the traditional three parameters (u0,682

v0, w0). A simple extension of this method could be done by including higher order terms683

or even cross terms. However, we have preferred to use a method at present that uses684

inverse theory and Tikhonov regularization. As in any inverse theory problem, there are685

different ways to approach the under determined problem. In this study, we have extended686

the method of Harding et al. (2015) with encouraging results despite the conservative687

approach we have taken (use of a single λ0 for all cases). However, we plan to extend688

this method further in the future to consider a true 3D solution (and not 2D solutions689
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for different altitude cuts). This will include an adaptive selection of the regularizing fac-690

tor λ0 that takes into account the data sampling and Bragg vector diversity variables.691

On top of these improvements, we expect that M3 would definitely outperform M2 as692

more links, including MIMO links, are added, since this allows not only more count statis-693

tics but also more Bragg vector diversity. The resulting structure information scales nat-694

urally with the information provided in the data.695

Although not included in this work, the SIMONe Peru data can also address smaller696

scales in neutral motions on a statistical basis, by using the second-order statistics of line-697

of-sight velocities. For example, average momentum fluxes can be obtained using zero-698

lag second-order statistics (e.g., Hocking, 2005). The method has been applied with vary-699

ing degrees of success using monostatic SMRs. Slight improvements have been obtained700

using a bistatic approach by Spargo et al. (2019). Recently, Vierinen et al. (2019) has701

extended the concept to use non-zero spatial and temporal lags. This allows the excit-702

ing and information-rich possibility of statistical estimation of correlation, structure and703

spectral functions of kinetic energy and momentum flux at different spatial and tempo-704

ral scales.705

Furthermore, SIMONe data from specular echoes could also be used to measure706

temperature, neutral density and meteor orbits as has been done with monostatic sys-707

tems (e.g., Hocking et al., 2001; Holdsworth et al., 2004; Tsutsumi et al., 1999). In ad-708

dition with some software improvements, SIMONe data can also be used to routinely ob-709

serve strong coherent VHF radar echoes as presented by the example here. In particu-710

lar, for the case of SIMONe Peru, we have shown examples of day and nighttime EEJ,711

non-specular meteor and meteor-head echoes. The latter echoes could be used to detect712

bolides as our initial analysis demonstrated.713

Finally, SIMONe Peru is centered at the multifaceted JRO complex, where multiple-714

technique and multi-instrument campaigns could be implemented in the future for cross-715

validation purposes and, more importantly, to study processes that are difficult to ad-716

dress with a single instrument or technique. One of such future campaigns could target717

the simultaneous use of JRO’s different observational modes: MST (60-85 km winds) (Lee718

et al., 2019), oblique daytime EEJ (95-110 km zonal winds) (Shume et al., 2005), non-719

specular meteor echoes (90-110 km horizontal winds) (Oppenheim et al., 2009), and op-720

tical remote sensing instruments, e.g., Near Infrared Airglow Camera on the International721

Space Station or the Michelson Interferometer for Global High-resolution Thermospheric722

Imaging on the ICON NASA explorer (e.g., Harding et al., 2017).723
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Receiver Latitude (◦) Longitude (◦) Altitude (m) Start Date End Date

Ancon -11.77 -77.15 72.00 20190902 running
Azpitia -12.59 -76.62 69.92 20191004 running
Huancayo -12.04 -75.32 3335.20 20190902 running
Sta Rosa -11.66 -76.79 1160.75 20200227 running
Barranca -10.80 -77.73 60.64 20190904 20200205
Huacho -11.12 -77.61 58.10 20191004 20200205
La Cantuta -11.96 -76.70 947.67 20200211 20200216
Mala -12.66 -76.63 49.66 20190828 20191004
Obrajillo -11.45 -76.62 2731.92 20200205 20200227
Oyon -10.67 -76.77 3677.93 20191108 20200106

Table 1. SIMONe Peru receiving stations used between September 2019 and April 2020.
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Introduction

In this document we present supplemental material aimed to complement the informa-

tion and results presented in the article.

Description of datasets

*Schloss Str. 6, Kuehlungsborn, 18225,
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The data used in the plots presented in this article can be found at ftp://ftp.iap

-kborn.de/data-in-publications/ChauESS2020.

We present three types of filed in HDF5 format:

• Multilink files used to generate Figure 2 (multilink directory).

• Daily files containing the estimates of wind fields with one-hour and one-kilometer

bins (gradient directory) as well as four-hours and four-kilometer bins (gradientsmooth

directory).

• Daily files containing 3D estimates of wind fields using the regularized wind field

inversion method (inversion directory)

Description of daily detections

As mentioned in the main text, the received rawdata is reduced by a decoding and a

detection processing. Figure S1 shows an example of typical daily detections as a function

of time and total range, in this case for JRO-Azpitia link. Besides the almost point-like

echoes corresponding to our main targets, i.e., specular meteor echoes, one can also see

echoes due to the daytime equatorial electrojet, and non-specular meteor echoes. These

“unwanted” echoes are later removed during the identification process, if they do not fit

to a typical underdense echo response. Some of the unwanted echoes might still be present

in the identified files, in that case they are clean when data from all links are combined,

using the clustering algorithm DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) to find clusters of echoes in

range, time and angle and remove them. Specular meteors echoes are not expected to be

cluster in all three parameters.

In the main document we have presented the results obtained with the homogeneous and

gradient methods, M1 and M2, respectively, obtained with one-hour and one-kilometer

time-altitude bins. Here we present similar results but obtained with four-hour and four-

kilometer bins, in order to have a better representation of large-scale features. By filtering

June 8, 2020, 3:18pm
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in altitude and time, we also expect that features with small horizontal scales will be

also filtered out, particularly if they are related to gravity waves (Fritts & Alexander,

2003). Figure S2 show the mean winds obtained with M1 and M2. The gradient derived

parameters obtained with M2 are shown in Figure S3. Note that in both cases, mean

winds and gradients, the dominant features are of diurnal nature.

Movie S1.

Wind field frames similar to Figure 10 obtained every fifteen minutes for three consec-

utive days are combined into a gif animate movie (Movie S1).
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Figure S1. Typical example of daily detections with JRO-Azpitia link. The strong

and continuous detections around 1800 UT and 200 km total range, correspond to EEJ

echoes.
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Figure S2. Mean 3D winds between December 9 and 16, 2019 obtained with: (left)

zero-order method (M1) and (b) gradient method (M2), in both cases using four-hour and

four-kilometer bins.
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Figure S3. Derived components of horizontal winds with the gradient method: (a)

zonal wind vertical gradient, (b) Horizontal divergence, (c) stretching, (d) meridional wind

vertical gradient, (e) relative vorticity, (f) shear, using the same period and sampling as

in Figure S2.
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